How works & where located?
■ thermostat

The thermostat only for heating is located on the wall next to laundry
door. Turn it to set temperature higher or lower.

■ all info

WiFi code, my phone no., restaurant and city recommendations) and
my printed Budapest guide, map you will find on the dining table as
many brochures, flyers, city magazines in the living room.

■ shutters

In the main bedroom (left side) the blinder can be moved with the
switch. This is located on the wall behind the curtain.

■ heating

The heating and the hot water is provided by a gas furnace in the
apartment.

■ TV

There are two remote controls for the TV and for the box. The TV can be
turned on with the SAMSUNG remote control. The input/source should
always be HDMI. Press to select HDMI mode.
Take to other UPC remote control and press the uppest On or UPC
button a bit longer to start the box (or restart the box after sleep mode)
to join live TV. Chanels can be changed ONLY WITH THIS UPC REMOTE !
(If you would change with the TV one, then input changes automatically
for tv. In this case go back to HDMI with the SAMSUNG remote).

■ AC

You can control each AC unit with remote controls. Attention ! It is
a trial machine. If it used 2 or 3 units pls. do it on the same mode
(cooling or heating) in the same time !

■ washer

The user manual located on the door of the laundry room. Standard
using for all kind of clothes turn on, switch to „SZÍNES” (colored
clothes). The little sun symbol sets the drying for the same session after
wash & spin. For good drying set around 2 hrs (120 perc).
For all mode pls. check the manual in English on the door or in this
website.

& dryer

■ garbage container

The containers are located on the ground floor next to the lift in
the the courtyard. For recycling look the colors!
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